NOTICE OF OPEN AND CLOSED MEETING
Wisconsin Elections Commission
Meeting of the Commission
Tuesday, January 14, 2020
10:00 A.M.

Agenda
Open Session

Teleconference
Wisconsin Elections Commission Offices
212 E. Washington Avenue, Third Floor
Madison, Wisconsin
__________________________________________________________________

A.

Call to Order

B.

Administrator’s Report of Appropriate Meeting Notice

C.

Ballot Access Challenges and Issues
1.
2.
3.
4.

Staff Presentation on Challenge or Ballot Access Issue
Challenger Presentation
Candidate Response
Commission Action

D.

Ballot Access Report and Certification of Candidates for the 2020
Spring Election

E.

Election Security Survey and Information Plan

F.

Election Security Funding (Help America Vote Act)

G.

Potential 2020 WEC Meeting Schedule Changes

H.

Closed Session
1. Litigation Update
a. Timothy Zignego, et al. v. Wisconsin Elections Commission, et al.
b. League of Women Voters of Wisconsin, et al. v. Knudson, et al.

NOTICE OF OPEN AND CLOSED MEETING
c. The Andrew Goodman Foundation v. Bostelmann, et. al.
d. Wisconsin Justice Initiative, Inc., et al. v. Wisconsin Elections
Commission, et al.
e. Other Case Updates (as needed)
f. Potential Imminent Litigation
19.85 (1) (g)

The Commission may confer with legal counsel
concerning litigation strategy.

I.

Movers List Process

J.

Adjourn

The Elections Commission will convene in open session but may move to closed session under
Wis. Stat. § 19.851 and then reconvene into open session prior to adjournment of this meeting.
This notice is intended to inform the public that this meeting will convene in open session, may
move to closed session, and then reconvene in open session. Wis. Stat. § 19.85 (2).
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Wisconsin Elections Commission
212 East Washington Avenue I Third Floor I P.O. Box 7984 I Madison, WI 53707-7984
(608) 266-8005 I elections@wi.gov ·1 elections.wi.gov

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

For the January 14, 2020 Commission Meeting

TO:

Members, Wisconsin Elections Commission

FROM:

Meagan Wolfe
Administrator, Wisconsin Elections Commission
Prepared and Presented by:
Diane Lowe, Lead Elections Specialist

SUBJECT: Ballot Access for the 2020 Spring Election
This memorandum presents a summary of important and noteworthy information about candidates
requesting ballot access for the 2020 Spring Election.
Summary
The nomination paper filing deadline for the 2020 Spring Election for the offices of Justice of the
Supreme Court, Court of Appeals Judge inDistricts I, II and IV and Circuit Court Judge in various
counties was 5:00 p.m., Tuesday, January 7, 2020. The circulation period for nomination papers began on
December 1, 2019.
A total of 50 candidates for state offices registered for the Spring Election, all of whom filed nomination
papers with the Wisconsin Elections Commission. There are three candidates for the office of Justice of
the Supreme Court which triggers a statewide primary. There is one candidate each for Court of Appeals
Judge, Districts I and IV, two candidates forDistrict II, and 43 candidates for 34 circuit court judge
positions in 26 counties.
The first two sets of nomination papers were filed onDecember 17, 2019, and three sets of papers were
filed on deadline day.

Date Submitted
Sets of Papers Filed
7
Week ofDecember 16-20
Week ofDecember 23-27 (3 working days)
20
Week ofDecember.30-Jan 3 (3 working days)
19
4
Januarv 6 and 7
50 Total
Wisconsin Elections Commissioners
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DATE:

For the January 14th, 2020 Commission Meeting

TO:

Members, Wisconsin Elections Commission

FROM:

Meagan Wolfe, Administrator
Reid Magney, Public Information Officer

SUBJECT:

Election Security - Public Information Program

At its December 2nd, 2019 meeting, the Commission heard preliminary, topline results from survey and
focus group research by the KW2 advertising agency regarding election security communications. KW2
has completed its analysis of the research data and will be attending the meeting to present in-depth
results to the Commission. KW2 and staff will also present recommendations for a dynamic election
security communications program for 2020 and beyond.
KW2’s research summary and communications program recommendations are attached to this
memorandum. The program’s goal is to educate the public about how elections work in Wisconsin to
help voters understand the procedures in place which help to ensure election integrity. The program will
also be designed to provide the agency and local election officials with tools designed to build trust in
the elections process.
KW2 has provided recommendations for a three-phase program, starting with development of a
communications plan, toolkit and assets, such as website content, videos, news releases and graphics.
The educational materials developed in the first phase will help the WEC and local election officials
communicate about election security through earned media coverage, social media channels and their
own websites. The estimated cost of the first phase is $260,000.
The other two phases could involve paid placement of dynamic digital advertising messages on
Wisconsin news and information websites (estimated at $180,000) and a broader paid media campaign
(estimated at between $300,000 and $450,000). More information about these phases can be found in
the summary document from KW2 that was provided as part of the meeting materials.
At this time, staff recommends proceeding only with the first phase of the communications plan, at a
cost not to exceed $260,000. This funding is available from the current election security grant.
Educational materials and videos produced by KW2 will give WEC and clerks the tools we need to
address voters’ questions and concerns about election security for the Spring Election cycle.
Staff further recommends that we work with KW2 to evaluate the program’s performance during the
Spring elections. Based on that evaluation, we will make recommendations about whether additional
paid media resources are necessary and refine KW2’s proposals for the potential implementation of the
Wisconsin Elections Commissioners
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second and third phases of the communications program. Staff will bring the Commission these
recommendations at the June 2020 meeting. By that time, staff will also have more information about
the availability of funding from the next round of federal election security grants.
Recommended Motion: Authorize staff to amend the scope of work in KW2’s current contract with
the WEC to include development of a dynamic elections security education and communications plan,
toolkit and assets for use by WEC staff and local election officials at a cost not to exceed $260,000.
Further direct staff to evaluate the program’s effectiveness following the Spring Election cycle and
present recommendations on whether to change and/or expand the program for the Fall Election cycle at
the June 2020 Commission meeting.

WEC Summary of
Statewide Survey Results
and Focus Group
Findings Summary
January 2020

Methodology
•

Method: Online survey

•

Sample size: 1,116 WI residents, age 18 or older

•

Margin of error: +/- 2.9% at 95% confidence level

•

Field window: September 30–October 18, 2019

•

Weighting: Data weighted to reflect region and gender of WI population

The survey conducted is reflective of quality and integrity consistent with industry standards and best
practices. The margin of error is +/- 2.9% at 95% confidence. As is done routinely in surveys, results were
weighted to ensure that responses accurately reflect the population’s makeup by region and gender of the
Wisconsin population.
Region
Milwaukee area & surrounding counties

40%
17%

Madison area & surrounding counties

20%

Green Bay-Appleton area & surrounding counties

10%

Wausau-Rhinelander area & surrounding counties

7%

La Crosse area & surrounding counties
Duluth-Superior area & surrounding counties

1%

Border counties

4%

White

Gender

Age

Ethnicity
88%

18–24

Black or African-American

6%

25–34

American Indian/Alaska Native

3%

35–44

17.6%

More than one race

2%

45–54

17.6%

Hispanic/Latinx

2%

55–64

Asian/Pacific Islander

1%

65 or older

Other

1%

6.5%
16.0%
50%

50%

23.6%
18.7%
Female

Male

Marked all that apply
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Results Summary
Confidence Measures
The survey measured three components of voter confidence: accuracy, integrity, and security.
•

Like other national polls, confidence in the accuracy, integrity, and security of polls was higher when
on the local/state level.
Confidence in:
Election security
Integrity of election process
Accurately recording and counting votes

National Level
29%
35%
43%

State Level
54%
58%
64%

Top-2 Box = 4–5 on 5 pt. scale, where 1 = not at all confident/extremely worried and 5 = extremely confident/not at all worried

Feel Vote Counts
•

31% reported feeling their vote does not count – electoral college, collusion and party politics were the
top reasons cited for this belief.

•

Still, 88% reported planning to vote in 2020.

Top Election Security Concerns
Survey respondents were asked about 10 potential election security issues.
•

69% reported worrying about one or more perceived threats to Wisconsin’s election security.
Worry about:
Hacking or cyber-attacks
Absentee ballots not counted
Outdated equipment issues
Voting machines will be tampered with
Votes counted accurately
Votes counted honestly
Foreign interference
Non-citizens will illegally cast votes
Voter fraud (e.g. voting more than once)
Eligible voters denied right to vote

National Level
78%
75%
68%
73%
73%
74%
70%
59%
62%
57%

State Level
62%
60%
54%
53%
53%
52%
51%
49%
47%
46%

Top-3 Box = 1–3 on 5 pt. scale, where 1 = extremely worried and 5 = not at all worried
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Election Oversight / WEC Awareness
Most respondents were not sure who is responsible for ensuring the security of Wisconsin’s elections.
•

Only 16% indicated they knew who was responsible for election security in Wisconsin.

•

50% reported having heard of the Wisconsin Elections Commission, but only 11% identified WEC as
holding primary responsibility for ensuring the security of Wisconsin’s elections.

Building Confidence
Survey respondents were asked if various aspects of Wisconsin’s election system made them feel
more confident.
•

All statements tested increased confidence in Wisconsin’s election process. Wisconsin’s requirement of
a paper trail for all equipment used had the greatest impact.
Makes feel more confident:
Paper trail for all voting equipment used
Locally run
All equipment tested and certified at Federal and State levels
Nearly 30K poll workers
Random hand-counted audits
Ballot counting and verification are open to public
Past recounts have not shown major problems
WI elections run by local county and municipal clerks

Top 2 Box
70%
62%
61%
61%
61%
60%
60%
57%

Bottom 2 Box
5%
6%
6%
5%
7%
6%
6%
9%

Top-2 Box = 4-5 on 5 pt. scale, where 1 = much less confident and 5 = much more confident; Bottom 2 Box= 1-2

elections.wi.gov
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Information Sources
When asked where they get most of their news about elections, local TV news was mentioned the most.
News Source
Local TV news
Online news sites
National TV news
Social media, such as Facebook and Twitter
Local newspaper
Cable news – FOX
Friends & family
Talk radio
Cable news – CNN
Cable news – MSNBC
National newspapers
Online forums and discussion groups
Late-night talk shows
News magazines
Cable news opinion commentators
Daytime talk shows
Other

elections.wi.gov

43%
31%
30%
26%
18%
16%
16%
13%
13%
9%
9%
8%
3%
3%
2%
1%
6%

5

When asked what source they trusted the most for information about election security, TV was the most
frequent response.
Most Trusted Source
TV
Local news (unspecified medium)
Internet / computer source / social media
National news (any medium)
Radio
Newspaper
News (general)
Family and friends
Government
Combined sources
Other
None
Don’t know / unsure

29%
11%
10%
8%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
6%
13%
4%

Focus Group Findings Summary
Details
Total number of groups: 12
Total number of participants: 120
Date range: 11/7/19–11/15/19
Locations and surrounding communities: Milwaukee, Madison, Appleton, Chippewa Falls
Groups per location: 3
Demographic breakdown: 63 male participants, 57 female participants; 3 participants (18–24),
20 participants (25–34), 37 participants (35–44), 25 participants (45–54), 17 participants (55–64),
18 participants (65+)
Focus group structure: Open-ended questions, messaging feedback and ranking
Focus group guidelines: Each group was told we would not discuss personal political affiliations, beliefs,
preference for candidates.

elections.wi.gov
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Overall Observations
Associations regarding “election security”: We opened the groups with a set of questions to help orient the
discussion to what voters associated with election security. Participants’ unaided answers fell into four categories:
voting equipment/computer hacking, foreign interference on elections, voter fraud, and accurate counting
of ballots.
Where that concern is placed: Most participants voiced concerns regarding election security and that their
concern was about the state or national level, rather than their own community or at their local polling
place. Concerns over computer hacking and equipment hacking were placed at a state and national level.
Some who voiced concerns about voter fraud felt that it wasn’t done so much in their own community,
but felt it was a problem in other communities.
Influential rumors, misinformation, and past news stories: Misinformation and rumors fuel concerns.
The same rumors seemed to surface in each group. Some rumors were so deeply believed that they were
presented as fact: “I know for a fact that this happened…” (e.g., videos of children hacking into voting
equipment, buses of voters going to multiple polling places). When there was a lack of information or
understanding of processes, many participants were drawn to information presented by other participants,
despite it being misinformation and/or rumors. This was highlighted across all focus groups conducted,
demonstrating that individuals who seek out information will often gravitate toward whatever information is available, whether it’s accurate or not.
Lack of insight into our election process and structure: Those who had the most insight into how the system
worked had more confidence. Many participants, unaided, admitted to their lack of insight into how
elections work in Wisconsin and voiced their desire to know more in order to have more confidence. In
general, participants are not seeing counterinformation that helps counteract the landscape of rumors.
Participants wanted more facts and information to how our elections (and election security) work and
what is being done to protect them.
Absentee ballot procedures: We heard some concern about absentee ballots not being counted accurately,
but it didn’t present itself as strongly as the quantitative survey indicated. Some participants countered that
concern, stating they prefer absentee ballots because they believe there are more safeguards
in the process.
Differences in locations/markets: Concerns about equipment hacking and foreign interference were
voiced more in larger markets, while concern over voter fraud was referenced more in rural and mid-sized
markets. In the conversations regarding voter fraud (not eligible to vote or voting in multiple polling
places), many of the participants who voiced that concern stated they felt it wasn’t an issue in their community. Younger participants voiced more concern over the possibility of hacking and felt they didn’t
know enough about the election process to counter these concerns.

elections.wi.gov
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Messages Building Confidence
In the focus groups we tested top messages that increased confidence levels reflected in the survey. This
was not campaign testing, but what ideas and facts increased confidence levels. Below are the top three
messages tested:
1. Wisconsin requires a paper ballot trial. In this messaging, we highlighted voter-verifiable paper trails for
every vote in Wisconsin, and having a physical backup to high-tech voting equipment.
2. Locally run/decentralized system. This highlighted that local elections are locally led by people invested
in the community, with nearly 30,000 poll workers in Wisconsin. It also noted that we have a decentralized system.
3. Tested and certified equipment and post-election audits. This highlighted random audits of voting
equipment, tested and certified machines, random hand-counts after major elections and how vote
counting and verification is open to the public.
Each message strategy had positives and negatives. However, functional messages (i.e. the tested/certified
equipment and audits) tested the best, with paper ballots coming in a close second. This is also what we
heard when we asked participants what they would like to see that would give them more confidence.
WEC as a credible resource: Participants were asked who they would expect to deliver the messages they
heard. There were references to WEC, but many brought up “state agency” or the “government.” When
asked (aided) if WEC was a credible source for these messages to be delivered by, most chose WEC over
other options. WEC was also the top choice for being an expected source for this information. Local
election officials also were listed as a credible source.
Functional messages centered around facts were preferred: Functional messages that described safeguards already in place tested better than more emotive statements. Absolute statements were viewed as
unbelievable. The best tested messaging was found to be messaging that was the most informative. Participants felt it gave more detail to how the election system in Wisconsin is run. Most participants did not
know about random audits, paper back-ups, and that vote counting is open to the public. Positives within
the messaging included words and processes like “audit” and “verification.” The transparency that resulted
from those words was found to be more believable.

elections.wi.gov
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Communication Recommendations
1. Public information and education. Based on what we heard in the focus groups and through the
statewide survey, we recommend developing a communication program that gives citizens more
insight into Wisconsin’s election process, what is being done to keep our elections secure, and how
safeguards can address some of their national concerns. Our goal is to increase the confidence levels
of all Wisconsinites, but we should concentrate messaging that addresses concerns of those who fall
within the center of the bell curve, reflecting level of concern.
2. Providing a source for accurate election system information and countering influential rumors.
Misinformation and rumors can be countered by providing the public with real information about
election security so that they have enough information to know when a rumor is just that, a rumor.
Local election officials and WEC should be viewed as “the” source for accurate information and
provide guidance and clarity when an unfounded rumor is gathering traction.
3. Brought to you by WEC, but not about WEC. We recommend the program comes from WEC, but
as an endorser to the message. We can see value in having materials that county and municipal clerk
offices can use and modify. This is not about WEC, but about elections and election security in Wisconsin. There is limited awareness of WEC; however, it is seen as credible when tied to this message.
4. Use of the word “security”. It has a broad meaning, but still encompasses cyber security and count
integrity. We do recommend continuing to use this word to describe the category but can explore
alternatives. If we continue to use the word “security”, we can start to build a definition around it.
5. Build out functional messages. Functional messaging can be built from what we learned worked and
what didn’t work in each message strategy. We have a solid list of proof points that boost confidence
and understanding.
6. Make the connection between local clerks and WEC more visible to the public to increase voter
confidence. Local/municipal clerks are seen as honest and trustworthy by the majority of participants,
but not necessarily as having the technical skills to keep elections safeguarded from cyber-security
threats. WEC is seen as credible when it comes to protecting against cyber-attacks. WEC can position
itself to be the supplemental support clerks receive, providing year-round trainings and resources
developed by election security experts for clerks at all levels. We recommend WEC leverages its role
in election security and ongoing support of clerks by making the resources and trainings it provides
to clerks more visible to the public. Through this approach, trust for both local/municipal clerks and
WEC should increase amongst voters.
7. Develop a communications plan and assets with dynamic messages and tools for local election
officials and WEC. This plan would include a host of assets and resources for WEC to utilize across
various platforms. Multifunctional assets for local elections officials would be included, such as a templated communications toolkit distributed at local county and municipal clerk offices to be placed in
community spaces, local communication vehicles, and polling places. An earned media plan would be

elections.wi.gov
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provided for WEC to utilize, including a content strategy plan. This plan would include how WEC can
develop and maintain a communications hub on its website with information to counteract ongoing
rumors and misinformation throughout the year.
8. Implement a dynamic media plan based on different events and markets. We understand that what
resonates with voters will ebb and flow over time, which is why we recommend utilizing digital media
outlets for specific dynamic messages based on market and events. To ensure that WEC has the right
messages to communicate with the public in all situations, we recommend developing content and
public information native ads that can be placed if security concerns are heighted or false rumors
circulate that could impact election confidence. These dynamic ads could be placed near relevant news
stories on available websites and direct users to the previously recommended communications hub on
the WEC website for updated and accurate information. The messages in these ads would be customizable at any time and therefore tailored to the specific situation.
9. Consider creating a broader reach digital media program driving awareness and traffic to the
public information communications hub. Broadcast media will be at a premium this election season,
therefore, we recommend broader reach digital media tactics to reach more concerned voters prior to
the spring and/or general election.

elections.wi.gov
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Phase I Develop a Communications Plan & Assets—$260,000
Information program and toolkit development:
•

Theme and visual look

•

Material development (social media posts, website content, articles to be placed in local media, earned
media content, polling place materials)

•

Educational materials for WEC website and local election officials

•

Educational video series

•

Dynamic content plan and process

Phase II Digital Media Program with Dynamic Messages—$180,000
Multiple digital ads based on heighted security concerns
Native content (similar to advertorials) for news story placement
Paid digital media on local news sites and other available recommended outlets
Phase III Broader Reach Digital Program—$300,000–$450,000
Utilizing toolkit ads and videos, focus on digital media placements for a broader reach of Wisconsin voters
on social media and news sites. Crisis Communications toolkit to be utilized depending on severity of
events and need for more broad-based communications.

elections.wi.gov
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DATE:

For the January 14th, 2020 Commission Meeting

TO:

Members, Wisconsin Elections Commission

FROM:

Meagan Wolfe, Administrator

SUBJECT:

Request for Approval to Accept HAVA Security Funds

On December 20th, 2019, President Donald J. Trump signed the Consolidated Appropriations Act of
2020 into law. The Act included $425 million in new Help America Vote Act (HAVA) funds, made
available to states to improve the administration of elections for Federal office, including to enhance
technology and make election security improvements. On January 6th, 2020 the U.S. Elections
Assistance Commission (EAC) sent an email to WEC announcing Wisconsin’s portion of the grant
award of $7,818,581 with a 20% state match of $1,563,716 for a total of $9,382,297, along with a
frequently asked questions document. EAC also indicated an Award Packet would be sent to states with
instructions the following week.
Once the packet is received the next step will be to submit a §16.54 request to the Wisconsin
Department of Administration (DOA) asking for permission to accept the funds. Then, within 90 days
of the packet being received from the EAC, each state is required to provide a two- to three-page letter
to the EAC that outlines, at a high level, how the state plans to use the new HAVA funds. The plan can
be adapted and amended as necessary throughout the five-year term of the grant. We are also exploring
ways to meet the required state match within the next two years using existing efforts to secure elections
that can be applied as the match.
In addition to the plan that WEC will submit to the EAC within 90 days, WEC staff will also provide a
plan to the Commission for its approval. Staff have begun conceptualizing ways to collaborate with
county and municipal clerks to use the new grant funds to further advance a comprehensive security
strategy and implement critical security measures while also building public confidence in election
integrity.
Recommended Motion: Direct staff to submit a §16.54 request to the Department of Administration
requesting the acceptance of HAVA election security grant funds.
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